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1.Purpose & Scope
This document provides installation information on SeeGate, a vision-based
Container Code Recognition system.
The description in this document applies to the SeeGate version 4.7 and higher
(single-PC /single-application, interlaced cameras), and includes design updates (4
LPR cameras, dual PC portal design).

2.Referenced Documents
2.1 SeeGate - System Technical Information document (HTS publications)
2.2 Freight Containers - Coding, Identification and Marking [ISO 6346 1995(E)]
2.3 SeeLane Installation manual (HTS publications)

3.Overview
3.1.

Product description

SeeGate is a single-lane recognition system that is used to automatically track and read
Shipping Containers identification number together with the license plate of the carrying
Truck and the wagon/chassis number. This sophisticated image processing system can be
placed at various port locations: at gates, at the docks, in border checkpoints or in any other
location that requires fully automatic identification.
The identified number strings and images are displayed on the system’s main display, and
logged in its local database. This data is transferred to other Windows applications (via DDE
messages) and to the port's network.
Each unit controls several video cameras and handles them simultaneously while the truck
and containers are in motion. The system uses these multiple cameras in order to look at
various sides of the containers and to capture and analyze the Truck license plate.
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3.2.System Architecture
SeeGate is a turnkey system that operates on a single lane, and comprises of the
following elements:
• PC running Windows 2000 (to run the system’s software)
• SeeContainer, SeeCar and SeeChassis 32-bit DLL (to recognize the Container and
license plate)
• 5 or 6 cameras with special illumination (to view the container and truck license
plate); additional 1-2 cameras for Chassis/Wagon ID
• 3 6-video-input frame grabbers (to capture the images in fast real time)
• 3 Truck/Chassis and 3 Container sensors
• I/O board and terminal block (for sensor and gate input and output)
• Message output (DDE message; contains the recognition results structure)
• Optional TCP/IP link (used for outputting the results via the network)
The following illustration shows this configuration.

PC

Cameras
Frame Grabbers

Program

Ill Control

DDE

Identified Container & Truck
Sensors
IO

Recognition
DLLs

Figure 3.2: SeeGate System configuration
The operation of the system is as follows: when the moving truck and the containers
that it carries enter the detection zone, the sensors are activated and signal to the
program (via the IO card) that the container is present. The program now starts the
recognition process: a sequence of images in different illumination levels is captured
according to the sensors and a predefined sequence (The IO card controls the
illumination level). After this, the images are sent to the SeeContainer, SeeChassis
and SeeCar Recognition DLLs for container/Chassis/License plate identification.
After receiving the results and applying certain logic and validation/verification, the
program outputs the combined results to the display and transmitted as a DDE
message and also saves to a log file.
Client applications could ‘listen’ to the message and use its information for other
purposes. A specially designed network product (SeeData) or "DDE Share" Windows

IDs
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mechanism can also spread the message through the network to remote Central
processors and databases. The Client application is provided as source file for a
simplified integration into other applications.
3.3.SeeChassis and Wagon ID
3.3.1.Chassis ID (USA)
For USA installations, there is a Wagon Chassis number (which is painted on the
sides of the Wagon and is composed as a marking similar to the Container ID). It is
recognized by two cameras/illumination units that simultaneously read the Chassis
number at both sides of the wagon.
3.3.2.Wagon ID (Non USA)
The Wagon ID is a standard license plate which is located at the back of the chassis
wagon. It is recognized by a special camera which looks at the back of the container.
It is used in Europe and Asia.
3.4.Installation Document overview
This document is structured as follows:
Section 4 - provides an overview and definitions for the system
Section 5 - describes the physical/mechanical installation
Section 6 - describes the hardware installation (with the PC shut down)
Section 7 - describes the software and driver installation (PC powered up)
Section 8 - details the SeeGate application setting
Section 9 - provides some trouble shooting tips
Section 10 - provides camera positioning and setup procedures
Section 11- Support and more information
Attachments - A. Site specific drawings (attached as a separate document)
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4.SeeGate major elements
4.1. Definitions of major elements
This section defines the elements of the SeeGate system.
The Acronyms used in the following list are used in the remainder of this document.
4.1.1.Hardware
SCH - SeeCarHead illumination/camera unit, used for camera/illumination of the
Container back, Chassis Truck plates and Wagon ID.
CC - Container Side Camera (with enclosure and mounting bracket)
CI - Container Illumination unit (with mounting bracket)
IO

- I/O card

TBL - Terminal block for I/O card (comes with a cover and connecting cable)
FG s - Frame grabbers (that capture the camera images)
PS - power supply for SCH (a special 15 VDC, 110-220VAC power supply is used
which was qualified to operate with the SCH unit)
LOOP - Vehicle sensor
CIR - Container IR sensor
HASP License Plug - connected to the PC, provides run-time license rights
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4.1.2.Software
DLL- (Dynamic Link Library) - software libraries that are used by the SeeGate
application. The libraries also include the Container, Chassis and Truck-plate and
Wagon-ID recognition libraries.
SeeGate - Windows application (with all its components, including recognition and
system DLLs).
SeeCal - Calibration tool (supplied with the SeeGate software; used for installation)
SeeMonitor – a system wide monitor and analysis tool
pcAnywhere - a connection tool (should be installed on the PC; used for support).
Version 10 or above is recommended.

4.1.3.Computer
PC : The PC is normally supplied by the customer.
We recommend at least Pentium 4 2.5G with 512 MB RAM for best results.
Windows - Supplied by the customer and installed on the PC. We recommend Win
XP or 2000 Pro Workstation.
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4.2.Equipment list
4.2.1.Full set
This table shows the equipment for the SeeGate system (a full configuration, with
Chassis recognition):
No. Acronym
1 SCH

Item
LPR SeeCarHead

Description
IR illumination, 16 mm lens

2

CCR Back CCR Head (Back
Visible illumination, 16 mm
camera)
lens
3 SCH
Chassis SeeCarHead
Visible illumination, 6 mm
(USA only)
lens
4 SCH
Wagon ID SeeCarHead IR illumination, 16 mm lens
(non USA)
5 CC
Container Side Cameras Visible illumination, 4 mm
lens
6 CC-PS
Container Cameras
external p/s for camera and
Power supply
thermostat/heater
7 CI
Container Illumination
Visible illumination
(each side uses 1 pair)
units
8 FG
Frame Grabbers
RIO frame grabber with 6
video inputs per card (Note 3)
9 IO +TBL
I/O Card with terminal
Including TBL and cover
block
10 CIR
I/R Sensors
Container IR sensors

1.
2.
3.

Qty.
4
1
2
1
2
2
4
3
1
3

11 LOOP

Truck Loops

Loop detectors

3

12 SCH PS

Power Supplies

9

13 PC

Computer

For SeeCarHead and CI
illumination (note 1)
Supplied by customer or
Installer
(note 2)

Notes:
Some PS can be shared - although the maximum case is assumed
UPS power protection is recommended for the PC.
There are 2 types of frame grabbers: 2 RIO BASIC and 1 RIO FULL.

1
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4.2.2.Various configurations
There are different configurations of SeeGate, depending on what the customer
requires. The following table provides a partial list:
No. Item
1

LPR SeeCarHead

2

CCR Head (Back
camera)
Chassis SeeCarHead
(USA only)
Wagon ID SeeCarHead
(non USA)
Container Side Cameras

3
4
5
6
7
8

Container Cameras
Power supply (1)
Container Illumination
units
Frame Grabbers

9

CONT
ONLY

1

CONT
CONT
CONT
+
+CHASSIS +WAGON+
CHASSIS
+LPR
LPR
4
4
1

1

2

2

1

1
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

2

3

3

2

I/O Card with terminal
block
10 I/R Sensors

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

11 Truck Loops

3

3

3

3

12 SCH Power Supplies (1)

5

7

11

10

13 Computer (2)

1

1

1

1

Test:
1.
Some PS can be shared - although the maximum case is assumed
2.
For dual PC portal design, the PC and its boards are multiplied and all other
units are shared. Each PC is identical and a separate arbitration circuit should
connect the TBL outputs/inputs to the sensors/illumination units.
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5.Mechanical Installation
This section describes the physical installation of a typical system.
Note that all dimensions are specified in centimeters. To convert to/from Feet/Inches
use the following equations:
cm X 0.0328 ----> FT
FT x 30.488 ----> cm
FT x 12
----> inches
Cm/2.54
----> inch
5.1.Site specific
The site-specific installation diagram is attached in Appendix A. This diagram
shows the relation of the SeeGate structure (as described in the following pages) to
the physical infrastructure of the specific installation, and additional notes on that
installation.
5.2.General Requirements
5.2.1.Mechanical
The following are general mechanical requirements:
1.
The horizontal pipes, on which the camera, illumination and sensors are
located are mounted, are recommended to be 6" square pipes (Note that the
brackets that are supplied with the cameras and illuminators are based on a 6”
square pipe).
2.
The vertical poles are recommended to be 6" square pipes in order to make
the structure steadier. They should be reinforced to the ground and built to
minimize being affected by the passing containers.
The pipes are hollow and therefore the wiring is pulled through the pipes.
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An example is shown in the photo below, where 6" square pipes were used for both
poles:
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5.2.2.Connection Box
It is recommended to use one or two connection box to place all the power supplies,
extra cables and connectors, and easily connect to the ground wire conduits.
It is also recommended that above the connection box(es) only low voltage and video
wiring is pulled.
A typical photo is shown below (single box case).
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5.2.3.Rain/Sun Requirements

1.
SeeCarHead: The SeeCarHead units have new extended hoods that reduce
the effect of sun or rain. Additionally, they are equipped with heater and
thermostat to handle cool outside temperatures. The heater turns off on warm
temperature, and turns on cold temperature (Warning: avoid touching the powered
heater in order to avoid possible burn).
2.
A special spray/solvent is also recommended for spraying on the external
filter covers. The spray/solvent will resist the raindrops and prevent accumulated
dust.
3.
While cleaning the plastic surface (an IR filter), avoid scratching its
surface.
4.
Container sensors and reflectors: On all IR sensors and reflectors, an
additional pipe/cover of 10-15 cm length should be mounted on top of the element
in order to eliminate the effects of the sun and rain.
5.
Optional roof: The system is designed to operate without a roof. However,
the addition of a roof on top of the entire infrastructure will further minimize the
sun and rain effects. The roof should extend beyond the lane and camera positions
such that early morning or late afternoon effects will be reduced as much as
possible.

Photo 5.2.3: a sample SeeGate Portal system (as seen from the right side)
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5.3.Mounting Dimensions

The following pages show typical mounting accessories and dimensions.
5.3.1.Container Side Cameras
The container side cameras are mechanically the same as the LPR cameras. Please
refer to that section.
Note that the container side cameras have shorter hoods in order to prevent blocking
some of the field of view.
Installation Notes:
1. The camera should be facing the container side at an angle that is slightly
looking down (in order to avoid the sun haze effect).
5.3.2.Container Side Illumination Units

The following figure shows the mechanical design of the illumination units. Note that
the bracket is described separately.
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5.3.3.Container Back Camera
The following figure shows the mechanical design of Container Back Camera. Note
that the bracket is described separately – See” Bracket Design”.
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5.3.5.Brackets Design
The following illustrations show the square mount and top for a 6" square pipe
installation. This is used by the Container Back Camera, Container side illumination
units, and Container side cameras (although the holes on the top metal strip are
located in different positions).
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5.4. Installation Top view
5.4.1.Overview
See the following illustration of a top view of the installation. (Note that the sitespecific installation is provided in Appendix A).
The distance of the side poles should be 200 cm (maximum) from both sides of the
Container.
Note that the standard width of the Container is 243.8 cm (8 feet), so the total
maximum distance is 643 cm.
The minimum distance for short lanes on both sides should be 137cm (4.5 feet) from
the end of the lane (the furthermost position where the Container might be traveling).
For 3 meters lanes (10FT), this will total to 442 cm.

Figure 5.2.1: Top view of the installation and the loops (in cm)
Notes:
1. The distance from the container side should not exceed the recommended range
since the illumination intensity on the container side is related to the distance, and the
field of view of the cameras must be optimized. The recommended distance from the
camera lens and illumination units to the edge of the lane is 140 cm (4.5 ft).
2. Special bollards (security metal poles) should be added to protect the poles against
'stray' containers or containers with open doors. In most installation these bollards
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already exist. These bollards should protect both directions of motion (normal
forward traffic + backward motion in case the trucker backs up). See an example in
photo 5.2.3 – the yellow vertical structures.

5.4.2.Loops
The above illustration shows a typical arrangement of the truck loops, which should
be engraved into the pavement and then sealed.

5.4.2.1.SeeGate Loop Types
For the SeeGate system there are three loops: Loop 1 - "Car", Loop 2 “Chassis” and
Loop 3 - "Container". Each loop has multiple functions and their names suggest only
their primary functions. All loops are required in any configuration (with or without
chassis recognition).
Each loop is about 80-120 X 240 cm. Follow the specific loop detector instructions
for exact installation instructions.
5.4.2.2.Loop Detector type
The loop detectors are not supplied and should be purchased locally.
The loop detector should have a relay output to fit the IO card input requirements (dry
contact).
It is recommended to use loop detectors with a fast response time, especially in the
LPR loop (the first). The response time should be under 50 msec. Example of such
detectors (USA installations) are Reno AE “T-110” model (has 30msec on all
sensitivity settings).
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5.5.Installation Left side
5.5.1.Installation dimensions
This diagram shows how the equipment should be installed on the Container left
(Driver) side. A yellow arrow shows the container travel direction. (Note that the sitespecific installation is provided in Appendix A).

Notes:
1. The reflectors of the container sensors (marked in yellow) are recommended to be
on the opposite side of the computer, in order to shorten lines. In this diagram it is
assumed that the booth/computer is on the right side.
2. The connection boxes are shown on both poles. However, only one box may be
used according to the actual wiring requirements.
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5.5.2.Left side Container photo
The following is a photo of the installation of the left side array:
The elements seen on the photo (from left to right) are: the illumination unit,
Container camera (with a different housing type) and a second illumination unit.
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5.5.3.LPR Photo – Portal
The following is a photo of the installation of the LPR on a portal lane. Note that this
photo shows the new set of 4 LPR front cameras (marked as left and right, “Top” and
“Low”). The Chassis camera is not shown (in this installation both chassis cameras
are on a different pole).
The elements seen on the photo (from left to right) are: LPR right cameras (for the
farther lane) and LPR left camera (for the closer lane).

Photo 5.5.3: a 4 LPR Portal LPR array
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5.5.4.LPR and Chassis Photo – Pedestal Lane
The following is a photo of the installation of the LPR and Chassis in a SeeGate
pedestal lane. Note that this photo shows only one set of LPR cameras.
The elements seen on the photo (from left to right) are: LPR right camera, LPR left
camera, Chassis right camera.

Photo 5.5.4 : a Pedestal SeeGate system (with 2 LPR and one Chassis camera)
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5.6.Right side
5.6.1.Installation dimensions
This diagram shows how the equipment should be installed on the Container right
side. A yellow arrow shows the container travel direction. (Note that the site-specific
installation is provided in Appendix A).

Notes:
1.

The connection boxes are shown on both poles. However only one box may be
used according to the actual wiring requirements.
2.
The system is based on 3 Container sensors. In this document they are referred
as:
• Front - the front sensor
• Front-Rear - the second sensor of the front side
• Rear - the sensor on the back side of the container
3. In case of underground conduits, a smaller pole (as in the right) could replace the
tall pole (on the left).
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5.6.2.Right side Container array photo
The following is a photo of the installation of the left side array on the pole:
The elements seen on the photo (from left to right) are: sensor, illumination unit,
Container-camera, illumination unit, sensor, back container camera and rear sensor.

Photo 5.6.2: Right side array
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5.6.3.Back Container camera photo
The following photo is of the back camera (also seen is the sensor on the far side of
the pole and the illumination unit of the other lane):
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6.Hardware Installation
This section covers the hardware installation.
General installation concepts:
1. All the camera power supplies are installed in the connection box, thus the mains
power is limited to the connection box and only low DC is wired above the box. This
makes the installation electrically safer.
2. All the next steps will be performed with the PC and other main connections
powered off.
6.1.SeeCarHead
The SeeCarHead units are integrated camera and illumination units. They are used for
the Truck plate, Container back, and optional Chassis/Wagon ID.
For each SeeCarHead camera/illumination units, do the following electrical
connections as described in the following diagram. This wiring is detailed below.

110-240VAC

P/S

Red

Illumination Control
from TBL
(lsb, msb)

Black

15VDC

White (lsb)
Green (msb)

2

See/Car/Head

Video to F/G

Figure 6.1: Standard connection to each SeeCarHead
1.

Power:
Connect the wire PWR from SCH to the power supply (PS). Do not plug the PS to
mains yet!
The red wire is + while the black wire is ground.
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Make sure that the power supply is located close to the camera (up to 5 meters). The
connection boxes house the power supplies and the mains supply (110-240VAC)
connected to the connection boxes.
2.

Illumination level control
Connect the illumination-level control to the TBL (as described later in the I/O card
section). Note that there are 2 wires:
•
white wire is an LSB control line
• green wire is a MSB control line

Note: Light Safety Notations

Compliance with International Standards:
The SeeCarHead illumination units comply with International Standard IEC 608251, for Class 1 LED (light emitting diodes) product containing Class 1 LED’s. Class 1
LED product poses no hazard to the user or to any other person present near the
illumination unit. The use with the illumination unit is totally safe and needs no
specific precautions.
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6.2.Container Side Camera and Illumination units
The SeeContainerHead camera and illumination units are wired according to the
following diagram (for both the left and right container arrays).
The diagram is described in the following pages.
15VDC

110-240VAC

P/S

To F/G

T

Video Out

T

SeeContHead

2

110-240VAC

P/S

15VDC

Ill Control
from TBL
(lsb, msb)

Illuminator
2

Illuminator

15VDC

110-240VAC

P/S

Figure 6.2: Container array wiring (for each side)
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6.2.1.Container Side Camera
For each Container side Camera (in its enclosure), do the following electrical
connections:
1.

Power
Connect the mains to the Camera power supply in the connection box.
The power supply 12VDC output is connected to the camera fixture, which powers
both the camera and the thermostat and heater for the lens.

2.

Video
Connect the 2 BNC wires to the FG (see below) and in parallel to the Illumination
units (using 2 T connectors, each a Male-Female-Female connector).
Notes:
1. It is suggested that the frame grabber will be connected to the first T that is
connected to the video output from the camera.
2. All the HTS equipment ends in female connectors, where the cables are all
male/male connectors.
6.2.2.Container Illumination units

The side container illuminator units are connected as such:
(a)
The power supply (15VDC) is connected to each unit via the P/S to the
mains.
(b)
The level control is connected to the TBL (lsb and msb wires)
(c)
The unit also receives a video input from the Container camera video (by 2
"T" BNC connector).
6.2.3.Light Safety Notations
Note on Compliance with International Standards:
The SeeContainerHead illumination units comply with International Standard IEC
60825-1, for Class 1 LED (light emitting diodes) product containing Class 1 LED’s. Class
1 LED product poses no hazard to the user or to any other person present near the
illumination unit. The use with the illumination unit is totally safe and needs no specific
precautions.
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6.3.Frame Grabbers
A.

Insert each of the 3 frame grabbers (FGs) into a PCI slot. Note: Don’t power
up the PC yet.

B.

Connect the coaxial cable through the connection boxes (using BNC to BNC
connections whenever necessary) to the FG.
Try to minimize the distance from the cameras to the frame grabber (and PC) as much
as possible. Recommended distances to all the SCH is up to 30-40meters total wire
length from the PC
Use the supplied SMB-BNC connector to connect the frame grabber to the
BNC cable.
Note that the SMB connector and wire are delicate - please handle it with
care.

C.

6.3.1.SeeGate frame grabber connections (“RIO Basic”)
The following table shows the video connections to the SeeGate frame grabbers. Note
that video input #1 is the connector closest to the led indicator.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Frame grabber #1 (RIO Basic)
Truck Lower Right
Unused
Car Back (optional; not for USA)
Unused
Container Right
Unused

Frame Grabber #2 (RIO Basic)
Truck Lower Left
Unused
Container Back
Unused
Container Left
Unused

Historic Note: all cameras are interlaced cameras (from SeeGate version 4.6 and
higher). This freed all the even inputs which were previously used for the 2nd input of
the non-interlaced video.
6.3.2.“RIO Full” frame grabber connections
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Frame grabber #3 (RIO Full)
Chassis left
Chassis right
Truck upper Right (new from version
4.6)
Truck upper Left (new from version
4.6)
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6.4.I/O Card and TBL
The PCI BUS set consists of the I/O board (PCI-1751), flat cable of 68 pins, TBL6822 terminal block (TBL) with a series of screws and leds, and a cover box.
A.

Do not change the factory settings on the PCI board.

B.

Install the I/O card in one of the free PCI bus slots in the computer.

C.

Connect the flat SCSI-68 cable to the I/O card. On the other end connect the
TBL 6822 terminal block (which has a connector for the cable).

D.

Connect the wires as in the following tables on the next page.

E.

Note that when the PC is powered up and the SeeGate application is running
(this will be done after completing the software installation), the default state
of the TBL will be:
•
all active inputs and outputs leds is off,
•
power-on led is on
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6.4.1.SeeGate TBL connections
The following table shows the TBL connections (N.O. is normally open; N.C. is
normally closed).
Note that the loop detectors have either presence (what SeeGate system uses) or pulse
signals (not used in SeeGate system).
6.4.1.1.SeeGate TBL Left side:

TBL pin#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
GND
GND

Connect to
Loop 1 (Car) N.O.
Loop 2 (Chassis) N.O.
Loop 3 (Cont) N.O.
Front sensor
Front Rear sensor N.O.
Rear Sensor N.O.
External alarm
Photo switch
LPR Low Right LSB
(white)
LPR Low Right MSB
(green)
LPR Low Left LSB
(white)
LPR Low Left MSB
(green)
Loop1, 2& 3 common
Front rear, Rear, Front
sensor commons

Note
Used to start LPR
Used to start Chassis
Used for Container

For temperature overheat alarm (Input)
Unused Input ; reserved
Used for LPR 1 illumination control

Used for LPR 2 illumination control
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6.4.1.2.SeeGate TBL Right side:
TBL pin#
24
23

Connect to

22

Chassis Cameras MSB
(green)
Chassis Cameras LSB
(white)
Cont Left MSB (green)
Cont Left LSB (white)
Cont Right/Back MSB
(green)
Cont Right/Back LSB
(white)
LPR Top Left MSB
(green)
LPR Top Left LSB (white)
LPR Top Right MSB
(green)
Or: Wagon ID
LPR Top Right LSB
(white)
Or: Wagon ID

21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
GND
GND

Note
Optional heart beat
Free lane indication (“system not busy”).
State is 0v when the system is busy, 5V when
idle.
For single PC Gate/Chassis configuration (for
USA only)
Container Left illumination
Container Right/Back illumination

Used for LPR 4 illumination control
Used for LPR 3 illumination control (USA)
Or: Back wagon ID unit (not for USA)
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6.5.Lane Free ("System Not Busy" output option)
6.5.1.Purpose
"Intrusion" state is the case of truckers that push into the lane while the system is still
working on the previous cycle. This can cause the system to miss the intruding truck
or containers. A special error event is generated by the program and logged as a
warning.
6.5.2.Solution
To avoid this case, an additional output can be used to control a relay (see below)
which can control a red/green light or open a barrier. This can signal the waiting
trucker to drive ahead only after the previous identification cycle has been completed.
Note that for a fast computer (Pentium 2.4G and up) the identification phase is
completed (and the lane free again for the next cycle) at about 5 seconds after the last
images are captured.
6.5.3.Gate Control
In case of a gate control, the TBL is connected to a relay that interfaces the gate’s
relay.
Connect its activation coil to the TBL:
Ground to GND and the output pins 23 (“gate busy”).
Use a relay of the following type: 5VDC, Dip, Max 30mA coil current, DPDT 2A
Contacts.
A standard relay is Nais TX-S Relay series - TXS1L5V. Other compatible relays
include:
• M4-Relay: M4,5,H,-W
• Nais
TX2-5V
• Omron
G6E 134P-ST-US-DC5
In case of a gate, this low-power relay will not connect to the barrier’s motor. Rather
it will connect to the gate’s arm relay - in parallel to the guard’s push-button input.
In case some cases the light fails to switch or the gate fails to open, recheck the relay
specification.
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6.5.4.Output status
While the software is working on an event - the output will be low (TBL light will be
off), so the relay will open. When the recognition is completed the signal will go high
(the TBL light will turn on) and the relay will be activated.
6.6.‘HeartBeat’ output (option)
For parallel PC per lane design - an output is controlled by the SeeGate: It is
constantly toggled at a predefined rate (1 second on, 1 second off). This can be used
for a dual-PC solution, so if the ‘heartbeat’ output stops - an external watch-dog
circuit could automatically switch to the second PC.
We recommend that the watchdog circuit resets the count on every change, and
after 5 seconds that there is no change the circuit determines that the SeeGate is
“stuck”. Note that this toggling will commence after SeeGate boots up, so the circuit
should ignore the first 2 minutes after power up or master reset.

6.7.Software and Driver installation
Now the software installation steps will be required in order to complete the
installation, as described in the next section.
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7.Software installation
This section covers the software and drivers installation. It assumes that the hardware
units were already inserted into the computer slots (as covered by the previous
section) and the PC is yet shut down.
Note: In some cases the SeeGate system will include a pre-loaded and tested PC. In
this case - skip this section.
7.1.Power up the PC
Power up the PC. Wait until the Windows operating system boots up.
Note: Both the I/O and frame grabber boards are plug & play type, but does not autodetect them and they should be manually installed from supplied disks.
7.2.Frame grabber Driver
Install the frame grabber driver that is supplied within the frame grabber boxes
(RIO full or RIO basic; RIO Full and RIO-Basic use the same driver).
For the 2 RIO-BASIC frame grabber boards, install each one, then change the card
number ID to 1 and 2 (using the Start/Settings/Control panel - Rio Driver selection).
Set the third “Full” frame grabber ID to 3.
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7.2.1.Installing under Windows NT/2000

•

Make sure you are logged on to Windows NT with administrative
privileges.
•
Insert the first Rio installation disk into the floppy disk drive, or the Rio
CD-ROM into the CD-ROM drive.
•
Run Setup.exe from the first Rio installation floppy disk or the Rio CDROM.
•
Follow the instructions on the screen.

7.2.2.Testing the installation
After installation from Windows, the Rio Frame Grabber can be used with the
RioWin windows application, to start grabbing.
Alternatively, running the SeeCal calibration tool could also perform this test.
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7.3.I/O card driver - PCI BUS boards
The PCI-1751 I/O card is a plug & play board and is easier to install.
Note that only a single I/O card is installed.
7.3.1.PCI-1751 Driver Installation
Place the I/O card CD in your CD-ROM Device, then its setup application will
automatically activate. The installation is performed in 2 steps:
1. Install device manager
2. Install PCI1751 driver.
After this installation you need to run the device installation under the Windows
operating system, as follows.
7.3.2. PCI-1751 Device configuration
A.

Select the device installation using the following Windows options:
start -> programs -> Advantech Drivers -> Device installation.

B.
C.
D.

Click Setup in the menu.
A list of installed devices will appear (will be empty at this stage)
Click add and you will get a list of devices in the lower side:

Figure 7.5: device installation - PCI-1751 selected
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E.
F.
G.

Choose Advantech PCI-1751 as above.
Now click ADD.
The new device card setup dialog will now appear - with the base address
selected automatically by the setup program.
H.
Please set the following (this will usually not require changing the default
settings):

Figure 7.6: Card setup
I. Hit OK to exit this window and exit the device installation program.
J. The I/O card device is ready for use.
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7.3.3. Testing the installed IO card
7.3.3.1.Test with driver test program
A test program is provided with the installed device driver: the device self test. Select
the device self test using the following Windows options:
Start -> programs -> Advantech Drivers -> Device Test
This self test allows you to set each output and see its affect on the TBL LEDs. It
also allows testing the state of the input (high or low for each input). Use this test to
verify the proper installation of the I/O card.
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7.3.3.2.Test with SeeGate
Note: This test will be done after installing SeeGate.
Running the SeeGate application can test the IO card. The initial state of the I/O
can be seen on the I/O status display of SeeGate, which can be selected by hitting the
double-arrow icon:
A sample display is shown below:

Figure 7.7: Sample I/O status display on SeeGate
Note that you should change an input on the first time in order to get the proper status
as above:
•
Sensors are off (red) for normally open or on (green) for normally close.
•
all active outputs LEDs is off (red), non-active in black
•
Gate LEDs 17-24 are on (green)
7.3.3.3.If the tests fail...
If this fails, uninstall and re-install the drivers and device. If the problem persists,
contact us.
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7.4.HASP License-Plug driver
The license plug (HASP) dongle requires an additional installation. Install its driver
that is included in the SeeGate package driver directory: run the hdd32.exe
installation application. During installation, check the parallel port option and
uncheck the USB port option.
Additionally, insert the dongle to the printer (parallel) port.

7.5.Prepare the SeeGate directory
7.5.1.SeeGate Directory
Make a SeeGate directory in your hard disk. Copy the SeeGate release directory files
to your disk.
7.5.2.Short-Cut and Startup
Create a shortcut icon on the Windows desktop for convenience. You can also add the
SeeGate to the startup menu.
7.5.3.SeeGate Client
You can also copy the SeeGateClient application to the same directory. The Client
application intercepts the DDE messages and saves them onto a log file.
You can also make your own application to intercept the messages.
7.5.4.Simulation
Note that the software package also contains a simulation of the SeeGate
application, which can be used to practice the operation of the program and assist in
the software integration. It is functionally the same as the "real" system, but without
the hardware and real recognition.
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7.6.Power up the See/Car/Head units
A.

Connect the PS to mains (110-240 VAC).

B.

Check that the camera is functioning by running the live video tests using
either the Windows application that is supplied with the frame grabber driver
(RIO Win), or with the SeeCal tool.
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8.SeeGate setting
This section describes how to set the SeeGate application for best results. It assumes
that all software, hardware and drivers are already installed - as covered by the
previous sections.
You should activate SeeGate and press F8 to change the settings. Note: The settings
in the following pages will be already predefined and saved in the config.dat file.
8.1.Camera settings
Selecting the "Cameras" Tab, you should see the following result after configuring
the cameras. Note that the "Enabled" column depends on the actual configuration as
will be set in the camera settings.

Note: The Channel numbers are marked as 1-2-3 for Frame grabber 1 & 2 since they
operate as pairs, while the Frame grabber 3 is marked as 1-6.
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8.2.Camera settings
Selecting the setting of each camera, you should get the following:

8.2.1.Car Front camera
8.2.1.1.General
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8.2.1.2.Capture sets

The capture sets depend on the camera types, the installation and other considerations.
Please consult with us on the required set.
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8.2.2.Chassis Cameras
Each Chassis camera can be set to start in a different loop: Chassis loop or the
Container loop. This depends on which pole the chassis cameras are mounted (for the
normal installation, the Chassis loop is the default settings).

8.2.3. Other cameras
For each camera, a separate settings display determines the characteristics and capture
set.
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8.2.4.Images Settings

Note that the images path should be selected according to the actual PC directory
structure. You can use the browse ("...") button to best select a directory. If it does
not exist the program will open it after prompting for approval.
The recommended settings is "daily" subdirectory, where a new subdirectory is
opened every day and the images saved under that directory.
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8.2.5.Identification settings

The "Autosplit" option is used for installations with double containers.
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8.2.8.Image Brightness control
If the “Check chassis cameras” is enabled on the diagnostics window (and Apply
button is hit), then the camera properties dialog is changed to “Dynamic settings”, as
such:

To add another brightness control level, press “Add” button, and a new sub-window
will appear:
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9.Trouble Shooting
This section provides a few hints on how to solve potential problems during
installation.
9.1.Application Event Log
SeeGate writes hardware, software and recognition events to the Windows event
application log. These events include information, warnings and errors. It is
recommended to open the application log (through Windows or using SeeMonitor
tool) and verify the correct operation of the application.
For example, if the IO card failed to initialize and SeeGate will abort, a record of
the error and the application stop event will be registered in the event log, and can be
used to diagnose the problem.
9.2.Verifying the images quality
9.2.1.Collecting images for review
The quality of the installation could be judged from the images automatically
collected by the application. It is recommended to save several jpg-type files and send
them for Hi-Tech Solutions review.
The images are 768 pixels (side to side) and 576. Each pixel is 8 bit (a gray level 0
(=black) to 255 (=white)).
9.2.2.Plate size
The recommended size of the plates (in general) is:
•
130-150 pixels (side to side) for truck installation
Note: In any case the minimum and maximum size of the plate is defined in the
configuration file (format.ini). The factory settings cover a wider range that is usually
encountered.

9.3.Installation Problem Solving
9.3.1.No Image (live video)
In this case no live video is seen on the SeeGate main display. We recommend
checking the following:
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•
•

Video cable is properly connected to the frame grabber
Power supply for the SCH is powered on (check the presence of the green
led indicator on the power supply)
•
You can also activate the frame grabber test program to see if the live video
is seen.
9.3.2.No illumination
In this case no illumination effect is seen when activating the system. This could
result from various reasons, which you can check as follows:
•
Check the lsb-msb connection on the TBL
•
Check the leds on the TBL (verify that they blink when SeeGate receives a
trigger from the sensor)
•
Check the right configuration of lights under Application-Setting-Lighting
option
•
Check that the right configuration of wiring connections is set under
Application-Setting-Lighting options (lsb-msb) according to the pin numbers
9.3.3.No Recognition
If all the above conditions were corrected, there might be cases of no recognition at
all with a good plate image. This could result from different reasons. Please check the
following:
•
Check all the settings in the SeeGate application setting
•
Verify you are using the recommended format.ini configuration file.
•
Verify that the HASP license plug is properly installed
•
Check the quality of the image (see Low recognition rate)

9.3.4.Truck plate Low Recognition Rate - Image quality
This is a typical problem in some installations. It could result from image quality
reasons due to the following problems:
•

The distance from the SCH and the plate does not conform to the
recommended installation distances.
•
The image is not in focus, as also seen on the live video image.
•
The shutter is closed (or open) too much
The solutions for the above problems are:
•
Check the distance and proper installations
•
Check if the illumination is functioning (the output leds on the TBL should
flicker if properly set to different illumination levels)
•
SCH might be out of optical setting, although factory setting sets it to the
proper default state. You can (although its best if you can avoid this) change the
focus and shutter position of the lens. Please consult with us.
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You can also use our "SeeCal" camera calibration tool to maximize the IRIS and
focus setting. Please see details the on-line support page - tools section.
9.3.5.Missing DLLs
In case of incorrect software installation, some of the DLLs may be missing while
trying to run the SeeGate application. The following are typical problems:
•
ADSAPI32.DLL - the IO card software installation has not been conducted
or completed. Redo the IO card installation. If this problem persists take out the
IO card and redo the installation.
•
RIO*.DLL - the frame grabber software installation has not been installed.
Redo the frame grabber installation.
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10.Camera positioning & Setup
For optimal installation, please set up the cameras to the following image sizes and
positions.
10.1.SeeGate Truck LPR Cameras
10.1.1.Field of view
The 4 cameras should be positioned (see drawing below) such that they cover the 4
zones in the extended field of view, with an overlap in the middle/center:
•
•
•
•

1. Lower Right LPR: bottom/middle - right/center
2. Lower Left LPR: bottom/middle - left/center
3. Upper Right LPR: top/middle - right/center
4. Upper Left LPR: top/middle - left/center

The lower cameras should cover most of the plate cases, while the upper
cameras will be used as backup for the lower cameras, and will cover only
middle to high plates.
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10.1.2.SeeGate Portal Calibration Target
To properly align the cameras, a calibration target should be constructed and used
during the positioning of the cameras.
1.

The following target is recommended (USA size plates):
Prepare a target with legs that could support itself, and have the following
dimensions:
63cm (25”)

30CM
(12”)

100CM
(40”)

The rectangle should be made of reflective tape in order to assist in night
installations.
For Europe size plates, make the rectangle larger (70cm x 50cm).
2.

Position the rectangle in the middle of the lane (see note
below), and at the detection line of the car loop:

Car Loop

Right
LPR

Left LPR
(driver side)
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Note: In case there is a guard close to the loop, then all truckers will drive
closer to the left LPR (the driver side) to present a permit. Therefore the trucks
will be aligned at the driver side of the lane. In this case - position the
rectangle at the edge - as in the following illustration:

Guard

Car Loop

Right
LPR

Left LPR
(driver side)

3. Position the cameras such that the field of view of the upper cameras are
exactly above the lower cameras, and the side cameras overlap over the target
rectangle, as seen in the following field of view (an example of the field of
view of the upper left camera is seen on the upper/right side):

Truck Upper left
field of view
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10.1.3.Pedestal SeeTruck lanes positioning
Targets for pedestal LPR only (SeeTruck) systems will use a target (USA plate sizes)
of the following rectangles:
120cm (47”)

120CM
(47”)

50CM
(20”)

The positioning of the field of view of cameras depends on whether the LPR cameras
are on both sides of the lane, or on a single (left) side. The following instructions
apply to both cases as detailed in the following pages.
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10.1.3.1.Pedestal with LPR on both sides
In this configuration, the LPR cameras are on both sides of the lane. The Right LPR
(camera #1 in the settings) handles higher plates (rare cases), while the Left LPR
(camera #2) handles the normal lower plates (most of the cases).
(1) Right camera alignment (upper side)
Position the plate at the detection line of the car loop, and aligned such that the
center of the lane is aligned with the right side of the rectangle:

Car Loop

Right
LPR

Left
LPR

Position the camera as in the following diagram:

Truck Right
field of view
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(2) Left camera alignment (lower side)
Position the plate at the detection line of the car loop, and aligned such that the
center of the lane is aligned with the left side of the rectangle:

Car Loop

Right
LPR

Left
LPR

Position the camera as in the following diagram:

Truck Left
field of view
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10.1.3.2.Pedestal with LPR on left (Driver) side only
In this configuration, the LPR cameras are on the left (Driver) side of the lane. The
Lower LPR (camera #1 in the SeeTruck settings) handles low plates (most cases),
while the Upper LPR (camera #2) handles the higher plates (rare cases).
Position the plate at the detection line of the car loop, and aligned such that the
center of the lane is aligned with the right side of the rectangle:

Car Loop

Right
LPR

Left
LPR

Position the cameras as in the following diagram (both cameras overlap on the
rectangle):
Truck Upper
field of view

Truck Lower
Field of view
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10.2.Container Side Cameras
For regular containers, a typical image will look like the following image. Please
verify that for the tallest containers the marking will not "jump out" the image area.
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10.3.Container Back Camera
For regular containers, a typical image will look like the following image, although
the container ID can be in any location from left to right (since the program captures a
series of images while the container moves away).

Make sure that the back container marking is always visible when capturing the
multiple images: verify that for the tallest containers the marking will not "jump out"
the image area.
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10.4.Chassis Camera
10.4.1.Typical Image
A typical image is shown below:

The camera should be installed such that the center visible strip catches all the passing
Chassis.
10.4.2.Positioning
The cameras should be facing the chassis plane, but at an angle in order to reduce
the effect of the security strips (as in the above photo – they are seen just under the
number). It is recommended to turn the cameras towards the left side (as viewed from
the back of the camera) by 3 clicks.
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10.4.3.Aperture adjustment of chassis cameras
a. The adjustment is done in a dark time.
b. Put the white target board in 2m (6’) in the front of chassis camera

c.
d.
e.
f.

Disable SeeService application.
Close SeeGate application.
Run SeeCal application.
Push pins 21, 22 of IO control. It sets “high” illumination level of chassis
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cameras.
g. Zoom in middle part of target board, by mouse right button.
h. Adjust camera aperture till the gray level average of 120-130 is reached (the
left chart of SeeCal).

i. Close SeeCal application.
j. Run SeeGate application.
k. Enable SeeService.
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11.Support and more Information
You can contact us for more information and assistance at:
Hi-Tech Solutions

Industry Rd, Ramat-Gabriel Industrial Park
POBox #133 Migdal-Haemek Israel 10500
Internet
http://www.htsol.com
Email
support@htsol.com
Israel.....Fax (+972) 46 441 870
Israel.....Tel (+972) 46 441 890, (+972) 46 440 440

Visit our Home page http://www.htsol.com and download:
•
demo applications
•
SeeGate simulation program
•
Latest tools and releases (in our on-line support page)
We also recommend to install pcAnywhere with TCPIP connection. This software
package will allow us to view the on-line operation, fine-tune the parameters,
download images and update the software. See more details in the web site support
page.
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12.Attachments
12.1.Attachment A: Site- Specific drawings

This is site-specific and will be supplied separately.
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